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Intro 

Investigation of the structure of the nucleon is 
crucial for a multitude of high-energy physics programs. 
 
Interpretation of experimental measurements at hadron 
colliders relies on the precise knowledge of fundamental  
QCD parameters  
 
and 
 
Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs) of the proton… 

CT14, PRD2016  



they cannot be fully calculated in pQCD,   
but are determined by global analyses of  world data   
using a variety of  analytical and statistical methods. 
 
For this reason PDFs are “data-driven” quantities. 
 

Collinear PDFs are (universal) complicated objects 

Their accuracy must match the accuracy of hard  
scattering cross section… 
 



…they still represent one of the major sources of 
uncertanty in theory predictions and simulations  
at hadron colliders…  
 

 Huge efforts currently going on to reduce PDF errors 



Unpolarized collinear PDFs at LO, NLO, NNLO in QCD: 

; ABMP (2016) 



Different methodologies 



LHC data  have little impact  
in recent global analyses. 

Comparison of  PDFs at  
Q^2 = 10^2 GeV^2 
between the NNPDF3.0,  
CT14 and MMHT14 sets at NNLO,  
with αs (MZ ) = 0.118. 
 
From PDF4LHC 
arXiv: 1507.00556 (July 2015) 

A lot of  efforts in the past 2 years went 
into comparisons and benchmarking: 
“PDF4LHC recommendations  
for LHC run II”,   
arXiv: 1510.03865 



, PRD2016 

The Coordinated  Theoretical-Experimental project on QCD  

TEA group: W.-K.Tung Et Al. 

A quick recap 



pre-LHC 

CT14 has ≈3000 data points 



Very important for PDF determination 





low-Q 







IMPACT OF LHC RUN I measurements on the PDFs 





 Let’s explore the impact of new data sets 



 In 2015, the H1 and ZEUS collaborations released a novel 
combination of measurements of inclusive DIS cross sections 
at HERA: the HERA2 combined measurements:  
The H1 and ZEUS Collaboration, EPJC75 (2015) 580,  
arXiv:1506.06042. 
 
The HERA2 data exhibit a significantly reduced systematic 
uncertainty. 
 
We explored the impact of these data on the CT14 analysis 

CT14HERA2: arXiv:1609.07968 [hep-ph], to appear on PRD (2017)  



The HERA run I+II (=HERA2) measurements 

H1 and ZEUS combination of  DIS  
cross sections for NC and CC 
H1 and ZEUS Coll. 1506.06042 EPJ2015  

Back bone measurements  
for PDF determination 

Neutral Current                 |Charged Current 
============================ 
e-p  [Ep=920 GeV]   | [Ep=920 GeV] 
e+p  [Ep=920 GeV]   | [Ep=920 GeV] 
e+p  [Ep=460 GeV]   |   
e+p  [Ep=575 GeV]   |   
e+p  [Ep=820 GeV]   |   



The CTEQ-TEA PDFs have been refitted NLO and 
NNLO by using the global CT14 data ensemble,  
but with the HERA2 measurements in place of  HERA1. 

 CT14HERA2 global fit 3287 data points in total compared to 2947 in the original CT14: 
 
1) The NMC muon-proton inclusive DIS data on F2p are dropped (cannot be fitted well;  
     data is influenced by some unknown or underestimated systematic errors). 
     We continue to include the NMC proton to deuteron ratio data on F2p /F2d.  
 
2) The data table for the CMS 7 TeV 5 fb-1 inclusive jet experiment has been updated: 
    no appreciable effects on the PDFs. 
 
3) Introduction of  1 free parameter in the s(x,Q0) parametrization (Q0=1.3 GeV), 
     in the end the number of  eigenvector sets is 56 as in CT14.  

CT14HERA2 

Other changes w.r.t. CT14  



Impact of HERA2 data on the PDFs compared to the CT14 fit 

s(x,Q) reduction mainly due to more flexible param HERA2: changes in g, u, d  



Impact of HERA2 data on the PDFs compared to the CT14 fit 

red line=CT14HERA2 NNLO; blue line=CT14NNLO 

db/ub>1: s(x,Q)  
more flexible param. 

d/u almost unchanged 

s(x,Q) more  
flexible param. 



Consistency of the HERA1 and HERA2 data with the other data sets (non-HERA)   

*) CT14 NLO and NNLO: no refitting.  
*) NLO10(NNLO10), NLO55(NNLO55), CT14HERA2NLO(NNLO)  are made with 
weights {1, 0}, {0.5, 0.5} or {0, 1} for the HERA1 and HERA2 data sets, respectively. 
 (The {1, 0} fits are not identical to CT14 because they were made (i) with a slightly more  
flexible parametrization for the strange quark PDF, (ii) without the NMC F2p 
measurements, and (iii) with an updated data table for CMS jet production.) 
*) chi^2 for the non-HERA is essentially unchanged as we vary the balance of  HERA1 
and HERA2 data 



Overall goodness of the CT14HERA2 fit 

�2/Npts = 1.07 CT14HERA2 NLO 

�2/Npts = 1.09 CT14HERA2 NNLO 

�2
HERA2/Npts

For the HERA2 data after refitting we find  

= 1.22 at NLO 

�2
HERA2/Npts = 1.25 at NNLO 

The NLO fit has a lower value of global 2 than the NNLO fit. This is a robust
result: it is independent of whether HERA1 or HERA2 data set is used. It is
also still true if ↵s(MZ), mb, and mc are varied as free parameters—separately,
of course, for NLO and NNLO. The conclusions still hold if the kinematic cut
Qcut is raised.

We find larger values w.r.t. HERA1 (which gives approx 1.02) at both NLO and NNLO 



Is it from a few isolated data points, or from a 
systematic difference between data and theory?  



Distribution of  reduced-chi2,k of  HERA1 and HERA2 ensembles in the (x,Q) plane, for 
the CT14 (upper row) and CT14HERA2 (lower row) fits, respectively. 

 …elevated values of chi2 for HERA2 do not arise from a single (x,Q) kinematic region. 



 An interesting way to assess the impact of  the HERA2 combined data is to vary the 
weight  given to this data set in the global chi^2  function. 

Varied statistical weights for the HERA2 data 



CT14HERA2: varied statistical weights for the HERA2 data 

Impact on the chi^2/Npts:  

 Increasing the weight of  the HERA2 data must cause chi^2/Npts  to decrease for that 
data. But the change of  chi^2  is not large—only about − 5% for a factor of  6 extra 
weighting. 



CT14HERA2: varied statistical weights for the HERA2 data Impact on the PDFs:  

Comparison of  CT14HERA2 PDFs at Q = 1.3 GeV within the CT14(NNLO) uncertainty  
band. Each curve represents the ratio of  CT14HERA2/CT14 for a particular value of  the  

weight assigned to the HERA2 data in the fit. The weight factors vary from 1 to 6. 



IMPACT OF DATA SELECTION CUTS ON THE FIT TO HERA2 DATA 



CT14HERA2: impact of data selection cuts on the fit 

chi^2/Npts for the HERA2 data (all 4 subprocesses) as a function of  Qcut. When the 
low-Q  data points are discarded by the cut, the systematic errors become less 
important: the chi^2 nuisance term in the global chi^2 definition reduces. The overall 
net change in chi^2/Npts  is mild. 



Dependence on the geometric rescaling variable 

where λ= 0.3, (Stasto, Golec-Biernat, Kwiecinski PRL 2001, 
                          Caola, Forte, Rojo PLB 2010,  
                          CT10 analysis PRD 2010) 

 The basic method can be briefly described as follows: 
  
(i)  generate PDFs using data in the kinematic region above the Ags  cut in the x  and Q  

plane, where the NLO/NNLO DGLAP factorization is supposed to be valid;  
(ii)  use DGLAP evolution equations to evolve these PDFs down to the low x  and Q  region            
       below the Ags  cut, where one might expect possible deviations;  
(iii) compare predictions to the data in the low Ags  region, which was not used for PDF  
       determination 

Ags  has been used in previous analyses to search for possible deviations from  
DGLAP evolution due to saturation or small-x related phenomena. 



CT14HERA2: impact of data selection cuts on the fit 

chi^2/Npts for the HERA2 data and CT14HERA2PDFs as a function of  the 
geometric scaling variable Ags 



We have also studied a more flexible gluon PDF by introducing one more 
nonperturbative shape parameter, in the fit.  

Even including the data points below the Ags cut (though still with Q > 2 GeV) in 
the calculation of  chi^2 in the final comparison while fitting only the data above 
the Ags cut we find similar conclusions obtained in the CT10 study (2010): the 
spread of  the outcomes appears to be too wide to corroborate the existence of  the 
deviations from DGLAP. 

  



i)  When eliminating points at the lowest Q or Ags from the fit, we observed an increase in 
the PDF uncertainty at these points.  

 
ii) we observe some growth by comparable amounts in both the chi^2 for the excluded points   
    and its PDF uncertainty.   
 
iii) In separate fits with a more flexible gluon parametrization, we also find that the value of  
chi^2/Npts for the NLO fit is larger than the NNLO fit by about 0.1 unit, which is about the 
same size as the variation from including the Ags > 1.5 cut in the fit. 

Observations: 

The parameterization dependence of chi^2 in the fit with the Ags cut is comparable to 
the increase in chi^2 (same features found in the CT10 study PRD 2010) 

We conclude that our analysis of the HERA2 data does not indicate clear deviations from 
DGLAP  evolution. 



In two recent PDF analyses performed at NLO in QCD:  
 
PROSA EPJC (2015); Gauld, Rojo (2016);  
 
it has been observed that differential cross section measurements  for heavy-
flavour production of the LHCb collaboration at the LHC probe the very forward 
range of the heavy-hadron rapidity and are sensitive to the gluon PDF at low x.  
 
In particular, they can probe the gluon and sea-quark distributions at partonic 
fraction x approx 10^-6 and set tighter constrains on the gluon parametrization in 
that x-range.  
 
Future global PDF analyses will benefit from the constraints imposed by such 
measurements, in particular in fits testing DGLAP evolution with variable cuts 
imposed on the data.  



•  The differences between CT14HERA2  and CT14 PDFs 
are smaller than the uncertainties of the PDFs, as 
estimated by the Hessian method of error propagation.  

•  The standard CT14 PDFs should continue to be used for 
making predictions to compare against current and future 
LHC data.  

•   CT14HERA2 PDFs available in the LHAPDF format for 
specialized studies, such as those that are sensitive to 
behavior of strange (anti)quark PDFs. 

Conclusions I  



Conclusions II  
◮ LHC unprecedented energies brought us in a new precision era. 
 
◮ Massive efforts are going on to constrain proton structure: 
PDF uncertainties still remain a limiting factor for precision at the LHC. 
 
◮ Future looks promising & challenging at the same time: 
Efforts in selecting new, highly sensitive measurements for constraining PDFs 
-ttbar differential cross sections; 
-inclusive jet production; 
-Z+jet 
-…. 
 
◮ Efforts on the theory side to make the most out of  the recent NNLO calculations: 
Fast implementations are mandatory for PDF determination in global analyses.   
 
◮ High precision data ⇒ control on subleading effects (NLO EM corrections, 
photon PDFs, off-shell resonant production…) and theoretical uncertainties (scale 
dependence, heavy-quark schemes)  



BACKUP 









DiffTop DiffTop 



CTEQ log-likelihood chi2 function: the reduced-chi2:   

N = total number of  points; 
sk =   total uncorrelated error on the measurement Dk, equal to the statistical and 
uncorrelated systematic errors on Dk added in quadrature. 
       = correlation matrix   
λ=nuisance parameter 
 
Minimization of  chi^2 with respect to the systematic parametersλis realized algebraically 

�k�



Goodness-of-fit characteristics for both HERA1 and HERA2 at NNLO  

CT14 - HERA1 

CT14HERA2 - HERA2 



CT14HERA2: varied statistical weights for the HERA2 data 

Impact on the PDFs:  

Comparison of  CT14HERA2 PDFs at Q = 1.3 GeV within the CT14(NNLO) uncertainty  
band. Each curve represents the ratio of  CT14HERA2/CT14 for a particular value of  the  
weight assigned to the HERA2 data in the fit. The weight factors vary from 1 to 6. 




